MALIN AND SOKCANN TO ADDRESS STUDENT CAMPUS

ERICK H. OXNERS

THIRTY-FOUR TEAMS TO ENTER INTERCOLLEGIALS

SEASON'S MOST IMPORTANT CONTESTS WILL BE HELD ON FRANKLIN FIELD

THREE RIVERS MAY BE ENTERED TODAY

AMERICAN LEAGUE RECORDS MAY BE OBTAINED TODAY

ITALIAN CLUB ELECTS NEW OFFICERS FRIDAY

AT FJCIS.


The election of the officers for the coming year was announced by President J. A. P. B. Peirce. The names of the officers are as follows: President, F. E. Keeler; Vice-President, J. A. P. B. Peirce; Secretary, A. C. R. Nicholas; Treasurer, A. C. R. Nicholas; and Assistant Treasurer, F. E. Keeler. The meeting closed with the singing of the national anthem.

The meeting of the students' council was held in the usual manner. The business of the meeting was as follows:

The President called the meeting to order and read the minutes of the last meeting. The roll was then called and those present were seated.

The President then read the report of the committee appointed to investigate the constitution of the University. The report was adopted and the constitution of the University was adopted.

The next business of the meeting was the election of the officers for the coming year. The candidates for the various offices were as follows:

President, J. A. P. B. Peirce; Vice-President, J. A. P. B. Peirce; Secretary, A. C. R. Nicholas; Treasurer, A. C. R. Nicholas; and Assistant Treasurer, F. E. Keeler.

The election was held in a secret ballot and the results were as follows:

President, J. A. P. B. Peirce; Vice-President, J. A. P. B. Peirce; Secretary, A. C. R. Nicholas; Treasurer, A. C. R. Nicholas; and Assistant Treasurer, F. E. Keeler.

The meeting closed with the singing of the national anthem.
Ten years hence—then what?

Businesses are like marks—going up or down, never standing still.

Men have grown rich making red flannel underwear, high shoes, buggies and haircloth furniture. But their businesses died out.

Today it is the automobile, standardized production, mass selling.

What is next no one knows. But Bowser is even more a leader today for New Building equipment and fillingNames of earth in it

**S.F. BOWSER & COMPANY, Inc.**

Dependable Pumps and Tanks

**FOR WAYNE, INDIANA, U.S.A.**

**TORONTO • LONDON • PARIS • BERLIN • SYDNEY**
Well, to continue about that matter af first of all, AntulcYPE Mustache over the broad expanse of my face, we will regret some of the expenses that have been sold you.

**...**

We are not sure whether he had hoped off at the time of the last report, or not, but you will be as kind as to shift into reverse, we will have him off all over again.

The little fellow pees, one with a red bag and one with a blue one, but struggles manfully and humbly alike over the roadway to make the riding very strong. The report from this sheet was then using his faculty Going at a very early morning, they proceeded.

Felt, Mustache vary put an invitation. Steep on his seat as it is until the Impending "Sword of Uria" is null Dim redly. He force the head, the men do have a tendency to be arrant, and in the presence of a number, he dealres to having, the men will have a tendency to be arrant. The men who will have a tendency to be arrant when time up."

Not a soul of our work harder, if he will be Be Body. The future, and will-be satisfied with the way in which he has the ability by his accouterments and instructors is too excessive in speech. He does have some extraordinary talents, because he possesses the importance of a text appearance, he desires to have everything of the kind, and where all of us to be together. Mustache will make the man work harder, if he has the right stuff in him and keeping the occupied knowledge he has desired during his stay in school will be of some value, his confidence and culture will be heeded with progress, no matter how slow that progress may be. The man from the university who has been made to think that he has ability by his ac-

so on.

POORL CRAFT

$2.50, $2.00, $1.75
Union Suits
$1.55

3 for $4.50
NECKWEAR

$1.15 & $1.00 NECKWEAR | $1.45
$2.00 & $1.45 NECKWEAR | $2.50

SHIRTS

$3.50. $30. $25. $20. SHIRTS ALL REDUCED TO ONE PRICE $2.50 | FOR $4.00
$1.00 & $1.50 PAJAMAS TO $1.50

PHILOS OF FLITZ 38-3-48

FLITZ OF SAYS:

"EVERY DAY IS DECORATION DAY FOR THE WELL DRESSED COLLEGE MAN"

"..."

Fitz has been called decoratively in both the East Room and the Conservatory—to speak of its now famous appearance. Probably his perfect trained any ahead of the rest of style and good-looking Citizens have much to do with it, as exemplified by Fitz. Such personages cannot be developed in a moment, but if taking very little time to make Citizens such as Fitz.

PERRY & CO., N.B.T.

16th & CHESTNUT

UNIVERSITY MEN'S DEPARTMENT
DECORATE YOUR FEET
WITH A NEW PAIR OF SHOES

Nothing best and not guilty. Something distinctive and with personality. There is such a thing as good taste in foot apparel and a shock like ours gives every young man a chance to express his individuality.

YALE INSTITUTES PLAN TO ABOLISH SCOUTING

Bowdoin, Georgia, Brown, Army, Dartmouth, Maryland, Princeton and Harvard Make Agreement

RESULTS OF TAD JONES' EFFORTS

Official announcement by George H. Nettleton, chairman of the Yale Athletic Association, says that Yale will do no football scouting next fall against the teams which are on its schedule. Not only has Yale agreed not resort to the practice, but all its opponents have likewise; the ten schools have entered the compact.

The general purpose, method, and spirit of the proposal is indicated in the invitation of March 30 sent to the athletic authorities of Bowdoin College, the University of Georgia, Brown University, the United States Military Academy, Dartmouth College, the University of Maryland, Princeton University, and Harvard University.

"It is a source of keen satisfaction that all have accepted the proposal and have done so on the basis of mutual understanding and confidence, to support the non-scouting plan and practice in their coming games with Yale." Yale's action is probably the result of negotiations which have been conducted on the part of Tad Jones, Yale's football coach, for some time. Last year he and Bill Eloper, of Princeton, entered into an agreement not to scout on each other's teams, the success of that agreement is believed to have encouraged Yale to extend it to all colleges and universities on its schedule.

Lucky Strikes are mild and mellow— the finest cigarettes you ever smoked.

They are kind to your throat.

Why? All because they are made of the finest Turkish and domestic tobaccos, properly aged and blended with great skill, and there is an extra process in treating the tobacco.

"It's toasted"
Your Throat Protection

Shredded Wheat is the key to it. The Shredded Wheat habit will help you to make mind and body alert and throw off the poisons that bring sluggishness. You'll like it, too. It's appetizing eaten half a hundred ways; smothered in fruit and cream or toasted with butter and hot milk are just two of them.

The Shredded Wheat Company
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Get it all. Don't miss any of it, the dizzy lights and party-colored frocks; stepping to the frenzied blare of saxophones; senses tingling with being alive and in the midst of it all. And next day— instructors who are likable but exacting.

To get the most out of college you must be full of vitality, must have every nerve and muscle working full time. Right food is the key to it. The Shredded Wheat habit will help you to make mind and body alert and throw off the poisons that bring sluggishness. You'll like it, too. It's appetizing eaten half a hundred ways; smothered in fruit and cream or toasted with butter and hot milk are just two of them.

The Shredded Wheat Company
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Annual June Sale!

- $45.00 Suits
- $55.00 and $60.00 Suits
- $10.00 to $12.00 Shoes
- Whalley Ford Shoes $11.85
- $3.00 and $3.50 Shirts, $2.35 – 3 for $7.00
- $2.50 Shirts, $1.75 – 3 for $5.00
- $1.50 Assorted Neckwear $50c
- $10.00 Golf Hose $7.85
- $6.00 and $7.50 Golf Hose $4.85
- $5.00 Golf Hose $3.85
- $15.00 Senior Blazers $10.50
- $5.50 and $6.00 Pull-Over Sweaters $4.35
- $7.50 Pull-Over Sweaters $5.35
- $1.50 Neckwear $1.35
- $2.00 Neckwear $1.65
- $2.50 Neckwear $2.35
- $3.00 Assorted Neckwear $50c
- $1.50 Neckwear $7.00
- $2.50 Shirts, $1.75 – 3 for $5.00
- $1.50 Assorted Neckwear $50c
- $2.50 Shirts, $1.75 – 3 for $5.00
- $1.50 Neckwear $1.35
- $2.00 Neckwear $1.65
- $2.50 Neckwear $2.35
- $3.50 Neckwear $3.85
- $5.00 Dress Sets $3.85
- $5.00 and $6.00 Pajamas $3.85

20% Off On All Other Goods

3653 Woodland Ave.

SECRET COPPER FORMULA PROVED BY DR. SMITH

Professor E. F. Smith Tests Old Formula

DECIPHERS 600 YEAR OLD SECRET

In the Bennington Franklin Room of the University Library occupies a most ex-otic bottle containing metallic copper, made according to a secret formula of Roger Bacon, a noted scientist of the thirteenth century. This formula was worked out by him in Latin in double cipher, for fear of being detected by the civil authorities of that period, for his scientific theories. Through the research of the late William R. Newbold, Ph.D., D. D., in tracing and deciphering this old Latin essay he was able to give this formula of Bacon's to the fore- most expert, Edgar F. Smith, and Dr. R. L. Anderson, Professor of Chemistry in the State University, with such accuracy that they were able to prove this pure copper.

The paper also discusses many interesting facts of the scientific progress of man, which includes Bacon's discovery of the use of copper, leading to his study of the crystallization and of microscopic or-ganisms. Although recoverability can not be given to all of Bacon's reports of the science of that period, it is believed from his letters to the Pope that he had a great knowledge of explosives, blacksmith's tools, and parabolic mirrors. His methods were able to bring out the same thing that many of his products were set on fire and found out what was done. From this, many things that were not known to the professors in the universities. His best work was done in the years 1277 to 1292, as at this time he was financially able to do his research.

Little is known of his discoveries as these were all carried on in secret and the reports of only his most intimate friends, who were satisfied of a nature was death. Bacon besides writing his re-sults in cipher discovered to have his sci- entific writings carried along by inscribing his discoveries, so that when someone found things begun to be of use. However this human chain was broken and Roger Bacon's discoveries will be kept with those of the Twentieth Century, were lost, to the world and it is only through the research of Dr. Newbold that we gain some of many of his discoveries.

CLOTHES

LEADING SPECIALISTS in YOUNG MEN'S SUITS, TROUSERS, SPORTS CLOTHES

BAKER BROTHERS MANUFACTURED APPAREL

1334-1336 CHESTNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA

All Your Wants Supplied By

SPANID'S

Second Hand

Furniture Store

216 S. 8th Street

Including Beds, Typewriters, Dupli-cating Machines, Chairs, Tables, Bookcases, Office Stationery and Supplies

No matter what you want, you will find it here.

Bender, Off and Franka

OPTICIANS

1327 CHESTNUT STREET

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT

OUR STORE IS THE

Charter House

of Philadelphia

The character of the suits and toptoes supplied by Charter House will earn your most sincere liking.

Paunderspie

PYLE & INNES

LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS

1115 WALNUT ST.
INTERCOLLEGIATE MEET
AWARD RECEIVED HERE

$2,000 Trophy Arrives from California to Be Placed on Display in Saks Store

COMPLETES TRIP OF 3,000 MILES

Edith St. Breyer, manager of the Pennsylvania stock market, and department manager of the Saks store, which has been forwarding the trophy to California, California, and has been placed in the trophy at the Pennsylvania stock market office at 221 Chestnut Street.

The newly priced Intercollegiate A.A. "A. Truck and Field Championship Trophy" held by the University of Southern California, California, has just completed its trip to California, California, returning to the area for each following season.

The University of California is the champion of the cup in 1925, 1926, and 1927, returning it to the area for each following season. It is made of a genuine leather, and can "stand the gaff" you can buy. It has been forwarded from Los Angeles, California, and has been placed in the trophy at the Pennsylvania stock market office at 221 Chestnut Street.

"On Second Thought" by Jay E. House

is the title of a daily column famed throughout the country for its satirical humor and sharp comment—for its variety and common sense. The chances are that if you have a well-developed sense of humor and can "stand the gaff" you will get a great deal of fun and enjoyment out of it every day.

What the column "fans" say—

"I am only a humble back-driver of East Boston—and still have horses in our town—but I have a sense of the greatness of things and I call you, old House, the best maker of paragraph stuff in the country of ours. . . ." 

"You have given me many an hour of pleasure. Made me think, too. I have never known you to start, humble or brittle with the English language."

"I take pride in my native town that it has attracted to its service so clear a thinker—so bold a speaker."

"I must say your wit and reticence in the column afford me much amusement. I always read the column—I feel sorry for those who are born without a sense of humor. The versatility of your mind is amazing and delights me immensely." 

"I love the column—it is witt and humor and spirit and everything about it."

"To my mind you write the best column in the good Old S. A. Sounds like hollow but it's my opinion and that of many of my friends."

Bigger and Better

PUBLIC LEDGER

You will like it more and more every day!